Unseen Yet There

S

“The Lord your God has blessed you in all the work of your hands.
He has watched over your journey through this vast wilderness.
These forty years the Lord your God has been with you,
and you have not lacked anything.”
Deuteronomy 2:7 (NIV)

cientists have made
remarkable discoveries about the universe
whether looking through a
microscope or a telescope.
Yet about 68% of the universe is dark energy and
about 27% is dark matter.
Scientists know almost
nothing about this part of
reality that accounts for
roughly 95% of what exists.

verse says that the Lord
blessed them, watched over
them, and provided all
they needed.

You and I need to review
our walk with the Lord.
Study carefully the times
when you were unable to
cope with the problems
How do you reconcile this you faced. Look at all of the
verse with the actual exdetail and seek to find the
periences of the nation in
hand of the Lord guiding,
the wilderness? Exodus
providing, and sheltering
15:22-24 is just one example you. It will do you good
of the people complaining
to recall the ways the Lord
about their difficulties. The interfered in your circumopening verses of Exodus
stances and provided the
Dark matter and dark en15 records a beautiful song necessary help just when
ergy must exist because of
of triumph and celebrayou needed it.
how they influence what
tion for the Lord’s deliverwe can see and learn about. ance from the Egyptians.
Do you truly believe that
Hardly any scientist denies Three days later they cry
the invisible God is really
these two realities exist,
out against Moses because there? Do you believe He
simply because of the inoasis they came on in the
makes provision for your
fluence they have on what desert had bitter water and daily needs? If so then act
we do see. So we know a
could not be consumed.
accordingly. Be content.
lot about 5% of reality and
Though unseen, yet the
nothing about the other
Yet God was with them in
Lord is truly there. Daily
95% of the world around
all situations. In their thirst thank Him for your food,
us.
God provided a way for
clothing, shelter, job, famthe water to become sweet ily and so on. It is good to
In our verses today we read so the people did not die
be thankful to the unseen
of a reality that some of the of thirst. So we recognize
yet ever present God of the
Hebrew people doubted
that even when the people universe.
even existed during those
could not see the presence
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wandering. Various times, and made provision for
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during the forty years of
their need.
wandering, the nation experienced trouble. Yet our

